
Improving Cycle Routes in the High Peak 

During May/June 2019 the Chinley & Buxworth Transport Group received a number of 

suggestions regarding possible improvements which could be made to improve conditions 

for cyclists in the Chinley, Whaley Bridge, Furness Vale, New Mills and Hayfield areas.  The 

comments refer to cycling on local roads and on local trails rather than off-road cycling on 

‘mountain bike’ trails.   

Comments have been received via email and via Facebook messages from cycle commuters, 

from leisure cyclists, from technicians working at local cycle shops and from a cyclist who 

competes at national and international level and who trains in the local area.   

Some suggestions are very low cost, others would require re-surfacing work, one suggestion 

requires route identification and signposting, and one suggestion would require pathway 

upgrading & some construction. 

Some of the comments received related only to general road safety issues. 

Low Cost Warning Notices for road traffic/ tramway trail users  

There are a number of crossing places between path, trail and road where it would be useful 

to have better warning notices of approaching traffic. 

(1) End of Sett Valley Trail at Church Road, New Mills  (O. S. reference SK003 856)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The signpost at the end of the Sett Valley trail (above left) carries a warning for cyclists that 

there is a major road ahead, but it is not properly visible.  There is no warning sign on 

Church Road, New Mills (above right) informing motorists that cyclists /walkers are likely to 

be crossing (see black arrow above).  

(2) The section of the Peak Forest Tramway Trail between Whitehough Head Lane, 

Whitehough and the road connecting Whitehough via Stephanie Works to Lower 

Lane Chinley (B6062) has no warning signs for cyclists/other users that a busy road is 

ahead. There is also no warning for motorists that a busy trail for cyclists, 

pedestrians and horse riders lies ahead.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Whitehough Head Lane /Tramway Trail 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Road from Whitehough to B6062 via Stephanie Works  



Improvements to road surfaces/ trail surfaces  

There are a number of sections of trails and paths where the condition of the surface is 

unsuitable for cycling:- 

 Muddy path Between Whitehough Head Lane and Charley Lane  (O. S. reference 

SK052817)  

 Potholed road alongside Stephanie Works perimeter (O.S. SK 051818) 

 Stone chips on surface of path alongside Bugsworth Basin between Navigation Inn 

and Canal Tow path (O.S. SK024822)  

 Mud/stone surface of Goyt Way/ Midshires Way from the A6015 Church Road, New 

Mills which gives access to the Peak Forest canal towpath (O.S. SK002852)  

Specific Route Suggestions 

Many local cyclists have pointed out the benefits afforded by creating a well-designed, 

joined-up, safe, and interesting through route connecting the A 624 at Hayfield and 

Crossings Road/Charley Lane, Chinley/Whitehough via the Sett Valley Trail, New Mills, 

Furness Vale, Whaley Bridge and Buxworth via the Peak Forest Canal towpath/trail. There 

are however a number of difficulties to be overcome in order to create this route. 

Sett Valley Trail to Peak Forest Canal Towpath 

There is no sign-posted, dedicated cycle route between the Peak Forest Canal tow path and 

the beginning in New Mills of the Sett Valley Trail. In New Mills the trail can only be 

accessed:- 

(a) From the Goyt Valley/Midshires Way via Hyde Bank Road, New Mills and the shared 

cycle/pedestrian path alongside New Mills Sports Centre. However the degraded 

mud/stone surface of the Goyt Way/ Midshires Way does not provide a suitable 

route for cyclists unless they are using an off-road cycle ( O.S reference SK002852) . 

(b) From the tow path at the New Mills (Newtown) Marina via Victoria Street and the 

busy A6015, and thence via Hyde Bank Road, New Mills.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Peak Forest Canal Tow Path to New Mills via Goyt Valley/ Midshires Way  

A connecting route from the Peak Forest Canal tow path to Church Lane, New Mills via Goyt 

Valley/ Midshires Way would be of great benefit as it would not be necessary for cyclists to 

use the busy A6015 between Victoria Street in New Mills, Newtown and Hyde Bank Road, 

New Mills opposite the Co-op store. 

Major improvements/path re-design would be necessary:- 

(a) At the junction of the path linking the canal towpath and the Midshires Way (O.S. 

Ref SK001845) as the path here is a steep mud path not suitable for cycling. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) To the surface of the Goyt Valley/Midshires way from the point where it meets the 

A6015 in Church Lane, New Mills. Although access from the main road is suitable for 

cyclists, the trail surface rapidly degrades at valley/river level where the surface is 

not suitable for anything other than off-road cycles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



General Comments about cycling in the local area 

 Poor road surfaces (potholes, degraded sides of the road) are frequently the cause of 

damage to bikes e.g. punctures, buckled wheels eg Whitehough Head Lane, 

Whitehough between Chinley and Whitehough, at postcode O.S Reference SK040822 

 Poor road surfaces endanger the safety of riders  

 Areas of local flooding after heavy rain are unattended to despite many complaints 

(eg  A5004 Buxton Road, Whaley Bridge  close to turn-off to Tesco superstore)  

 There are a number of ‘rat runs ‘  where cyclists feel very unsafe (eg B6062 between 

A6 and Buxworth and A6 ), and cars speed with impunity  

 Some car drivers  deliberately ‘buzz’ cyclists; cars regularly cut up cyclists eg A 6015 

Hayfield to New Mills  road 

 Cars turn out of Ash Grove, Chinley onto Green Lane, Chinley without (a) considering 

the possibility of approaching cyclists (b) without any respect for cyclists that are 

seen approaching  

 The steep steps on the footbridge at Chinley are  a real inconvenience if cyclists want 

to board/alight from the train at that station 

 The height of the platform gap makes taking a cycle on board a Northern Pacer train 

an extremely difficult operation e.g. Chinley, Whaley Bridge  

The above suggestions have been made in many forums both very recently and over a 

number of years, but do not in any way claim to be a comprehensive survey.   

 

Paul Tattam 
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On behalf of the Chinley & Buxworth Transport Group  
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